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- The Food Smart Dublin Project -



WELCOME TO DUBLIN BAY BIOSPHERE!

Dublin Bay Biosphere
Partnership member
organisations

Over 300km2



www.tcd.ie/tceh/projects/foodsmartdublin/

http://www.tcd.ie/tceh/projects/foodsmartdublin/


Meet the Team



Our partners

@niallsabongi

Food Industry

@ecounesco

NGO



We argue that a change in human consumption towards eating 
seafood at lower trophic levels may be encouraged by discovering 
forgotten cultural practices and by tapping into locally-sourced 
marine resources. 

Molly Malone – Iconic 
representation of 
Dublin’s seafood trade



Main objectives:
• Identify historical recipes of sustainable 
seafood and assess if this cultural heritage 
can be revitalised by cooking it to the 
modern taste;
•Assess the possibility to support healthy 
and sustainable consumption of seafood 
from lower trophic levels through cultural 
and ecological narratives.

Aim:
• Contribute to sustainable and local seafood consumption, to 
building a more resilient food system and the potential for 
Dublin to position itself as a food-smart metropolis.



Methodologies

• Archival work
• Surveys
• Workshops
• Recipe Book



Archival work



Source: www.dúchas.ie
Whiting fishing off Clogherhead, 1935

Fishing and curing in Rush, Co. Dublin 1930s 



Since May 2020 one of our 12 historical recipes 
is launched every month. We promote them on 
our social media and seek feedback via our 
online questionnaire.







Interactive workshops 



Generating data and 
testing the concept

2 Survey: one-off questionnaires 
through tasting events

1 Survey: 12-months involvement

3 Survey: online questionnaire for 
students

4 Survey: feedback loop of chefs

Four survey types: 



Booklet of historical recipes

My recipes

https://www.tcd.ie/tceh/projects/foodsmartdublin/recipes/

https://www.tcd.ie/tceh/projects/foodsmartdublin/recipes/


Key Outputs

• Recipe book with 12 historical, 
local seafood recipes;

• Inventory of Dublin Bay’s 
organisms  displayed in a digital, 
comparative spatial map

• Accessible publication of survey 
results;

• Recommendations on changing 
human consumption behaviour



Benefits to Dublin’s society 
on three broad levels

1. Reconnecting with local coastal 
cultural heritage

2. Raising awareness and 
encouraging stewardship amongst 
our youth.

3. Participatory interdisciplinary 
research



Summary
• Insights into local culinary preferences of Dublin’s 

society
• Encourage sustainable lower trophic seafood 

consumption by knowledge production and transfer
• Restore our coastal cultural heritage
• Use feedback to refine and improve process



- Thank you -

https://www.tcd.ie/tceh/projects/foodsmartdublin/


